Annual Report of the AALL Consumer Advocacy Caucus 2013

In the past year, the Consumer Advocacy Caucus worked with both CRIV and the Government Relations Office to provide assistance to AALL members with the prenotification negative option rule. With the Government Relations office, the caucus created a “how-to” guide for commenting on the FTC’s regulation. The guide was emailed out on various AALL ListServs.

The Caucus also worked with CRIV to obtain questions from the AALL membership to ask LexisNexis regarding the change to eSupplements.

The Caucus hosted a table at the CONELL Marketplace at the Seattle AALL meeting, and also staffed a well-decorated table in the Activities area. There were brochures, give-aways, and candy to attract curious visitors.

In Process

1. Continue to develop a "score card" for legal publishers to assess compliance, or lack of compliance, with AALL's Fair Business Practices Guide.

2. Continue work on building the AALL website.
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Jamie Keller
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